Spiritual Masters from other Planets

Does politics exist on other planets? Mark Bennett examines the Aetherius contact transcripts of Dr. George King.

The Master contacted Earth in 1954, choosing a man named Dr. George King to be his channel. Dr. King would enter the trance state of meditation known as samadhi, which would enable this Master, and others from other planets, to speak through him. The vast majority of these transmissions were recorded and can still be listened to today.

This article comprises extracts from a transmission entitled 'Interplanetary Policy' (in bold), as printed in Dr. King's book You Are Responsible!, and some words of explanation by Mark Bennett (in italics).

The Master Aetherius: "I would like to say a little more about our political system, although the word 'political' has to us, as you will see, a very different meaning than it has to you."

Mark Bennett: So this is the good news - The Master Aetherius is using the word "political" not because on Venus they have politics as we know it, but because our language simply does not have an adequate or accurate word for the system they use.

The Master: "Now then, I am afraid your terrestrial political system is one of the standing jokes on Mars and Venus. It would appear that your politicians have stated many times in the past that religion and politics do not mix. This is a very unfortunate statement and indeed one which is quite wrong. In order to [...] have a correct political system we have two major philosophies which, amalgamated together, become one.

"No political system is at all complete without a religious foundation."

MB: This bit may come as a shock. The first criticism of terrestrial politics is not corruption, incompetence, lies, economics or whatever else we might think of - it is the absence of religion.

Like politics, religion is not an inherently bad thing - but its relentless misuse over the centuries has, in many cases, made it a bad thing. The religion The Master Aetherius is talking about is not based on blind belief, senseless ritual or narrow-minded dogma - and it is certainly
not used to justify persecution, conquest or any other act of barbarism, as has all too often been the case on Earth.

**The Master:** “Our religion is a simple one, which has been built upon the foundation that God is ALL. God, as Absolute, is the One Cosmic Simple.

There cannot be anything else outside of this original cause.”

**MB:** These three sentences give us a little idea what religion is about on Venus. It is about God. Not about a mythical old man on a cloud who is angry and jealous - but about God. The real God - which is the creator of the universe and the universe itself; for, as we are told here - “God is ALL”, and there cannot be “anything else outside of” it. On reflection, this makes sense, because if there were anything outside of God it would limit God, and God, virtually by definition, is that which cannot be limited.

The entire population of Venus consists of Spiritual Masters. These intelligences have mastered themselves - and know themselves - know their essence. Since, as we have been told by The Master Aetherius “God is ALL”, that means that this essence is God. In short they have made contact with the God-Spark within themselves - hence, they literally know God. Paradoxically, this Spark within, as God, contains all things. It has to, because it is God and God is all. This is the source of their knowledge, compassion and extraordinary abilities - such as clairvoyance, levitation, apparently miraculous healing, and so on.

**The Master:** “This original cause, of course, must contain even a political system which you adopt on Terra, but if you consciously strove to put the correct philosophy in the correct place, you would have a system that would not produce the world calamity and chaos and even internal chaos that your present system produces.”

**MB:** This is worth reading more than once. The “original cause”, i.e. God, really is literally ALL, in that it even “must contain” our own political system on Earth. So God is not just all the good things - but the bad things as well. But, within the bad, there is always the potential for great good. In terms of politics - here we are told that we have the ability to change our political system and create a better world. Eventually this will happen - no bad thing can go on forever; eventually the God-potential within will be realized and manifested for all to enjoy.

**The Master:** “On Venus we elect Representatives to go to the Interplanetary Parliament, the major seat of which is on Saturn. These Representatives are elected by the Ancient Ones, who have vast knowledge. They elect only those people who have lived through experiences which put them, by natural law, on to a higher plane of existence.”

**MB:** The Spiritual Masters of Saturn are the greatest on any planet in the Solar System. Naturally, like on Venus, their civilization is on a higher material plane of existence than our own - and probably a higher one even

“**The Venusians, being wise Spiritual Masters themselves, recognize that the Saturnian Spiritual Masters are even wiser.**
than that of Venus. It may be that they also inhabit multiple higher planes on a single planet.

We are told that the Venusians elect their representatives. Then we are told, in the next sentence, that the Ancient Ones, who presumably are from Saturn, elect the representatives for the Venusians. So which is it?

It's the same. The Venusians, being wise Spiritual Masters themselves, recognize that the Saturnians are even wiser Spiritual Masters - and, this being the case, either the Venusians and Saturnians would all be of one mind in whom to elect, or the Venusians would defer to the Saturnians' decision. This would not be through fear, or because the Saturnians in any way pressured them or forced them. On the contrary, the Venusians would be extremely grateful for the advice, and follow it unquestioningly and gladly - not like mindless automatons, but simply as people sensible enough to know, after aeons of experience, that the Saturnians know best.

The Master: “The Representatives are [...] able to reach agreements with their fellow men, a lot of whom inhabit bodies of a vastly different shape than they may do. This not only applies to the Planetary system but also includes major factors in the Milky Way.”

MB: There is of course no nationalism or racism amongst these Spiritual Masters. Not only do whole planets live in peace and harmony - but also one planet lives in harmony with another, even if physically the races are “of a vastly different shape”.

Other planets in this Solar System are very much more advanced than Earth - spiritually and technologically - but I should add that this is not of course the case throughout the universe. There are also races more primitive than mankind, and races that are more violent and militaristic, even engaging in interplanetary warfare. We are being protected - thank God - from such races by the Spiritual Masters in this Solar System.

The Master: “Our Representatives travel to various places, some of which are younger - evolutionarily younger - than we are, then they help the inhabitants to gain the experience which they see is necessary to them.”

MB: Interplanetary agents have come to Earth to help mankind on numerous occasions. Sometimes they are even born into Earth-bodies in order to perform their missions in the best possible way allowable. Jesus was one of these beings, as was Buddha, Sri Krishna, Moses, St Peter, Confucius and others.

The Master: “I am a Representative of Venus in Interplanetary Parliament, and as such I have taken upon myself the duty of speaking to people upon Terra through this Mental Channel to make them think in a different way so that they may be brought out of the mental rut into which they have fallen. This reorientation of thought will bring about a heightened awareness and rise of all consciousness and when the time is ripe the right men from Terra can be chosen to go to the Interplanetary Parliament. I use the word ‘Parliament’ for want of a better word.”

MB: It is hard to believe that even mankind upon Earth will one day be a part of this awesome interplanetary political system - and yet, it is so!

Please note that when The Master Aetherius says “the right men”, this does not preclude women. In fact Dr. King has gone as far as to say: “Well, of course, eventually this world will be ruled by women. It just must be... The Earth itself is a female... and will be governed
and administered by women... Take quite some time before this happens..."

The Master: "Before a man is chosen as a Representative, he spends much time in the presence of the Ancient Ones, who give him the highest teachings that he is able to assimilate. He is capable of the same metaphysical feats that your greatest Masters are capable of. He must be capable of instantaneous mental projection from his Planet to any other Planet in the Parliamentary system, so that he may be able to converse with other factors and understand their point of view."

MB: While Spiritual Masters from other planets do use spacecraft for some aspects of their great work, they are also able to project at will, i.e. travel through space without any craft whatsoever, and at tremendous speed.

The Master: "There does not exist on any of the more advanced Planets a monetary system; it is totally unnecessary. Everyone has exactly what he needs to have."

MB: This is not communism. On a planet where everyone is a Spiritual Master, there is no greed, no laziness, no theft, no corruption, no nepotism, no war, no materialism etc - this is obvious.

What is less obvious is that on such a world the karma of the population would be so outstandingly good that natural environmental conditions would be perfect, all the time. They would not have "freak weather" like we do, or so-called "natural catastrophes" - all of which are precipitated, or at least exacerbated, by our bad karma. And even if Spiritual Masters did have such problems on their planets, they would know how to deal with them and remain completely unaffected.

Nor do these great alien Spiritual Masters have old age or disease, for they are so advanced that their bodies are virtually immortal. They do not keep the same body forever, maybe a few thousand years, but, even after that, death for them is conscious - they simply choose to create a new body for themselves.

This is a glimpse not only into other worlds - but into our own future; a future of open interaction with these great Spiritual Masters, here and on their planets - and a future when we too reach this extraordinary level of evolution, and can enjoy the much-prophesied heaven on Earth!

Extracts of The Master Aetherius taken from You Are Responsible! by Dr. George King, (©The Aetherius Society 1961), usage here granted by kind permission of The Aetherius Society.
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